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The D0 collaboration at FermiLab has recently measured the top-quark pair forward-backward
asymmetry in p̄p → tt̄X reactions as a function of the t̄t invariant mass Mtt̄. D0 observed that the
asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄) first increases and then decreases as Mtt̄ is increased. This behavior is not
explained using conventional renormalization scale-setting, even by a next-to-next-to-leading order
(N2LO) QCD calculation – one predicts a monotonically increasing behavior.

In the conventional scale-setting method, one simply guesses a single renormalization scale µr for
the argument of the QCD running coupling and then varies it over an arbitrary range. However,
the conventional method has inherent difficulties. For example, the resulting pQCD predictions
depend on the choice of renormalization scheme, in contradiction to the principle of “renormal-
ization scheme invariance” – predictions for physical observables cannot depend on a theoretical
convention. The error estimate obtained by varying µr is unreliable since it is only sensitive to
perturbative contributions involving the pQCD β-function. Worse, guessing the renormalization
scale gives predictions for precision QED observables which are in contradiction to results obtained
using the standard Gell-Mann-Low method. In contrast, if one fixes the scale using the Principle of
Maximum Conformality (PMC), the resulting pQCD predictions are renormalization-scheme inde-
pendent since all of the scheme-dependent {βi}-terms in the QCD perturbative series are resummed
into the QCD running couplings at each order. The {βi}-terms at each order can be unambiguously
identified using renormalization group methods such as the Rδ method. The PMC then determines
the renormalization scales of the running coupling at each order and provides unambiguous scale-
fixed and scheme-independent predictions. The PMC reduces in the NC → 0 Abelian limit to the
standard Gell-Mann-Low scale-setting method used in QED, including precise scheme-independent
predictions for the forward-backward symmetry of the e+e− → µ+µ− cross-section.

In this paper we show that if one applies the PMC to determine the top versus anti-top
quark forward-backward asymmetry in pQCD at the N2LO level, one obtains accurate predic-
tions without renormalization scheme or scale ambiguities. For example, the PMC predicts
APMC

FB (Mtt̄ > 450 GeV) = 29.9% at the Tevatron, which is consistent with the CDF and D0 mea-
surements. In addition, the PMC accounts for the “increasing-decreasing” behavior observed for
AFB as the tt̄ invariant mass is increased. Thus by using the rigorous PMC scale-setting procedure,
one obtains a comprehensive, self-consistent pQCD explanation for the Tevatron measurements of
the top-quark pair forward-backward asymmetry.

PACS numbers: 12.38.Aw, 11.10.Gh, 11.15.Bt, 14.65.Ha

I. INTRODUCTION

Measurements of the top versus anti-top quark asym-
metry in p̄p → tt̄X reactions at the Tevatron have
provided important tests of perturbative quantum chro-
modynamics (pQCD) and the Standard Model. The
forward-backward tt̄ asymmetry is defined as

AFB =
N(∆y > 0)−N(∆y < 0)

N(∆y > 0) +N(∆y < 0)
, (1)

where ∆y = yt−yt̄ is the difference between the rapidities
of top and anti-top quarks, and N stands for the number
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of events. This asymmetry is due in QCD to the inter-
ference of perturbative amplitudes with different charge
conjugation, such as the one-gluon and two-gluon anni-
hilation contributions to the qq̄ → tt̄ subprocess.

A review of the theoretical and experimental features
of AFB can be found in Ref.[1]. The initial Standard
Model (SM) predictions for AFB, which were based on
pQCD at next-to-leading order (NLO) [2, 3], appeared
to be in substantial disagreement with the Tevatron
CDF and D0 measurements [4–9]. The SM predictions
for the tt̄ asymmetry AFB were subsequently improved
by including electroweak contributions: (8.9+0.8

−0.6)% [10],
(8.7± 1.0)% [11], and (8.8± 0.6)% [12]. More recently, a
full next-to-next-to-leading order (N2LO) pQCD calcula-
tion was performed; it predicts AFB = (9.5± 0.7)% [13].
An approximate N3LO QCD analysis predicts AFB =
(10.0 ± 0.6)% [14]. These N2LO and higher order pre-
dictions agree with the D0 measurement within errors,
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AD0
FB = (10.6 ± 3.0)% [9] and AD0

FB = (11.8 ± 2.5 ±
1.3)% [15].
However, all of the discrepancies with the data have

not been alleviated by the higher-order N3LO QCD cal-
culation; for example, it does not remove the tension
with the observed behavior of the asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ >
Mcut) as the kinematic lower limit Mcut on tt̄-invariant
mass Mtt̄ is varied. More specifically, the predictions
for AFB(Mtt̄ > 450 GeV) are (12.8+1.1

−0.9)% [10], (12.8 ±
1.1)% [11], and (12.9+0.8

−0.6)% [12], respectively. These
predictions deviate from the 2011 CDF measurement
(47.5 ± 11.4)% [5] by about 3.4σ standard deviations
and the 2013 CDF measurement (29.5 ± 5.8 ± 3.3)% [6]
by about 2.4σ standard deviation. Moreover, the latest
D0 measurements show that the asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ >
Mcut) first increases and then decreases with increased
Mcut [9]. This “increasing-decreasing” behavior can-
not be explained by the above mentioned SM analyses,
which instead predict a monotonic increase as Mcut is
increased [13].
All of the SM predictions discussed above have been

based on conventional scale-setting; i.e., one simply takes
the renormalization scale as the top-quark mass mt

and then varies the scale over an arbitrary range, i.e.
[mt/2, 2mt], in order to estimate the scale uncertainty.
However, this procedure of guessing the renormaliza-
tion scale, although conventional, gives renormalization
scheme-dependent predictions. It also leads to a non-
convergent renormalon perturbative series. Moreover,
one would obtain incorrect results if one applies this
method to QED processes [16]. It is possible for con-
ventional scale-setting to accidentally predict the correct
value of a global observable such as the total cross-section
at sufficiently high order; however, since one assumes the
same renormalization scale at each order in αs, it will of-
ten give incorrect predictions for differential observables.
In fact, the renormalization scale and effective number
of flavors are in general distinct at each order of pQCD,
reflecting the different virtualities of the subprocesses as
a function of phase-space. This provides the underlying
reason why a single ‘guessed’ scale cannot explain the
“increasing-decreasing” behavior of AFB as the tt̄-pair
mass is varied.
In contrast, the Principle of Maximum Conformality

(PMC) [17–21] provides a systematic way to eliminate
the renormalization scheme-and-scale uncertainties. The

PMC reduces in the (Nc → 0) Abelian limit [22] to the
standard Gell-Mann-Low method [23], where all vacuum
polarization contributions are associated with the dressed
photon propagator and are thus resummed to determine
the optimal scale of the running coupling. The PMC pro-
vides the underlying principle for the Brodsky-Lepage-
Mackenzie approach [24], extending it unambiguously to
all orders using renormalization group methods.
The authors of Ref.[13] have noted that an alter-

native scale-setting procedure, called the “large β0-
approximation” [25, 26], leads to incorrect pQCD n2

f -
terms at NNLO. It should be emphasized that this ana-
lytic error is a defect of the “large β0-approximation”; it
does not occur if one uses PMC scale-setting.
The PMC has a solid theoretical foundation, satis-

fying renormalization group invariance [27] and all the
other self-consistency conditions derived from the renor-
malization group [28]. The PMC scales at each order
are formed by shifting the arguments of the running cou-
pling to eliminate all non-conformal {βi}-terms. This
elimination is done by using the β-pattern determined
by renormalization group equations; one then obtains
correct behavior of the running coupling at each order
and at each phase-space point. A systematic method for
identifying the {βi}-terms is given in Refs. [20, 21]. This
procedure also predicts some of the previously unknown
higher-order {βi}-terms via the degeneracy patterns ap-
pearing at different orders [29]. After applying the PMC,
the divergent renormalon series such as

∑

n n!β
n
0 α

n
s does

not appear and thus the pQCD convergence is automat-
ically improved. The PMC has been successfully applied
to many high-energy processes, including processes which
involve multiple physical scales, such as hadronic Z de-
cays [30] and Υ(1S) leptonic decays [31].
In this paper we will apply the PMC procedure to the

calculation of the AFB asymmetry up to the N2LO level
with the goal of achieving precise pQCD predictions with-
out renormalization scale ambiguities. We shall show
that the PMC provides a self-consistent explanation of
the recently reported D0 and CDF measurements. In
our numerical calculations, we will assume the top-quark
mass is mt = 173.1 GeV and will utilize the CTEQ6.6M
parton distribution functions [32]. The Bernreuther-Si
program [12] will be used for evaluating the electroweak
corrections, and the HATHOR program will be adopted
for treating the two-loop QCD corrections [33] 1.

1 The HATHOR approximate NNLO-terms have been replaced by
the exact NNLO-terms from the Top++ program [34].

II. COMPARISONS OF PMC AND

CONVENTIONAL SCALE-SETTING

PREDICTIONS FOR THE tt̄ PRODUCTION

CROSS-SECTION

We will first compare the pQCD predictions up to
the N2LO level for the total top-quark pair production
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Conventional scale-setting PMC scale-setting

LO NLO N2LO Total LO NLO N2LO Total

(qq̄)-channel 4.901 0.960 0.481 6.346 4.760 1.728 -0.0621 6.383

(gg)-channel 0.542 0.434 0.156 1.132 0.540 0.516 0.149 1.230

(gq)-channel 0.000 -0.0361 0.0051 -0.0309 0.000 -0.0361 0.0051 -0.0309

(gq̄)-channel 0.000 -0.0361 0.0051 -0.0310 0.000 -0.0361 0.0051 -0.0310

sum 5.444 1.322 0.647 7.416 5.300 2.172 0.0971 7.552

TABLE I. The top-quark pair production cross-sections (in unit: pb) before and after PMC scale-setting at the Tevatron with

the collision energy
√
S = 1.96 TeV. The initial renormalization scale and the factorization scale are taken as µr = µf = mt.

cross-sections for the Tevatron collision energy
√
s = 1.96

TeV using the PMC and conventional scale-settings, re-
spectively. The results are presented in Table I, where
the cross-sections for the individual (qq̄)-, (gq)-, (gq̄)-
and (gg)- channels are also presented. The initial scale
µr is set as mt and then varied over the range µr ∈
[mt/2, 2mt]. The total cross-sections from all the produc-
tion channels, before and after PMC scale-setting, are

σTotal|Conv. = 7.42+0.25
−0.29 pb, (2)

σTotal|PMC ≃ 7.55 pb. (3)

Both the PMC and conventional scale-setting procedures
agree with the CDF and D0 measurements within er-
rors [35–38]; the recent combined cross-section given by
the CDF and D0 collaborations is 7.60±0.41 pb [38]. The
PMC total cross-section is almost unchanged when one
varies the starting scale µr. The dependence of the total
cross-section on the choice of renormalization scale is also
small using conventional scale-setting if one incorporates
N2LO QCD corrections.
However, using a single guessed scale does not pre-

dict the cross-sections for individual channels correctly at
each perturbative order. In fact, by analyzing the pQCD
series in detail, we find that the errors for the separate
cross-sections at each perturbative order from conven-
tional scale-setting are large in all of the contributing
channels.

Conventional PMC

µr mt/2 mt 2mt mt/2 mt 2mt

σLO
qq̄ 5.989 4.901 4.089 4.759 4.760 4.761

σNLO
qq̄ 0.090 0.960 1.412 1.728 1.728 1.729

σN2LO
qq̄ 0.454 0.481 0.629 -0.062 -0.062 -0.062

TABLE II. The (qq̄)-channel cross-sections (in unit: pb) at
each perturbative order under the conventional and PMC
scale-settings, where three typical renormalization scales µr =
mt/2, mt and 2mt are adopted. The factorization scale is
taken as µf = mt.

As an example, the contributions of the dominant (qq̄)-
channel with and without PMC scale-setting are pre-
sented in Table II. This subprocess is the dominant source
of the tt̄ asymmetry. In agreement with expectations,
the scale dependence of the total (qq̄)- cross-section up

to N2LO level is small; i.e., ∆σTotal
qq̄ =

N
2
LO
∑

i=LO

∆σi
qq̄ ≃ ±3%

for µr ∈ [mt/2, 2mt]. For clarity, we define a ratio κi

to illuminate the scale dependence of individual cross-
sections σi

qq̄ at each order:

κi =
σi
qq̄

∣

∣

µr=mt/2
− σi

qq̄

∣

∣

µr=2mt

σi
qq̄

∣

∣

µr=mt

,

where i=LO, NLO and N2LO, respectively. Using con-
ventional scale-setting, we obtain

κLO = 39%, κNLO = −138%, κN2LO = −36%.

These results show that if one uses conventional scale-
setting, then the dependence on the choice of initial scale
at each order is very large. For example, the scale de-
pendence of σNLO

qq̄ , which gives the dominant component

of the asymmetry AFB, reaches up to −138% 2. One
thus cannot determine accurate values for the individual
cross-sections σi

qq̄ using conventional scale-setting. On
the other hand, Table II shows that all of the κi-values
become less than 0.1% if one uses the PMC. Thus the
scale errors for both the total cross-section and the in-
dividual cross-sections at each order are simultaneously
eliminated using the PMC scale-setting, and the resid-
ual scale dependence due to unknown higher-order {βi}-
terms become negligible [39].

III. PREDICTIONS FOR THE tt̄
FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY

The top-quark pair forward-backward asymmetry in
p̄p → tt̄X collisions is also sensitive to the renormaliza-
tion scale-setting procedure. As shown in Table I the

2 Under conventional scale-setting, σNLO
qq̄ increases and σTotal

qq̄ de-
creases with the increment of µr . Thus in order to agree with the
measured total cross-section, it prefers a smaller scale ≃ mt/2,
which however leads to the prediction of a small tt̄ asymmetry,
well below the data. This explains why the previous NLO SM
predictions cannot achieve a consistent explanation for both the
top-pair total cross-section and the tt̄ asymmetry.
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Mcut(GeV) 400 450 500 600 700 800

AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut)|Conv. 10.9% 12.9% 14.7% 17.8% 20.5% 23.2%

AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut)|PMC 17.1% 29.9% 43.5% 37.8% 31.4% 30.1%

αs(µ
PMC
r ) 0.131 0.146 0.157 0.138 0.123 0.117

µPMC
r (GeV) 48 26 18 35 69 94

TABLE III. Top-quark pair asymmetries AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) using conventional (Conv.) and PMC scale-setting procedures,
respectively. The predictions are shown for typical values of Mcut. The last two lines give the values of the effective couplings
αs(µ

PMC
r ) and the underlying effective scale µPMC

r , respectively. The initial scale is taken as µr = mt.
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FIG. 1. Comparison of the PMC prediction for the top-pair
asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ > 450 GeV) with the CDF measure-
ment [5, 6]. The results predicted by Refs. [10–12] under con-
ventional scale-setting are presented as a comparison, which
are shown by shaded bands.

(qq̄)-channel provides the dominant contribution to AFB

at the Tevatron. It is important to note the NLO PMC
scale µPMC,NLO

r of the (qq̄)-channel is much smaller than
mt (as shown by Table III). This reflect the fact that the
two virtual gluons in the s-channel in the annihilation
amplitude qq̄ → g∗g∗ → tt̄ share the virtuality of the
subprocess. The resulting NLO (qq̄) cross-section is in
fact about twice as large as the cross-section predicted by
conventional scale-setting; the precision of the predicted
asymmetry AFB is also greatly improved. Moreover, af-
ter applying the PMC, the predicted ratio of the cross-
section at the N2LO level to the NLO cross-section for the
qq̄-channel, i.e. |σN

2
LO

qq̄ /σNLO
qq̄ |, is reduced from ∼ 50% to

be less than ∼ 4%. This indicates a great improvement of
pQCD convergence can be achieved by using the PMC.

Such an improvement of the pQCD convergence is es-
sential for achieving accurate pQCD predictions for the
tt̄ asymmetry. If we further include the O(α2

sα) and the
O(α2) electroweak contributions, we achieve a precise SM
“NLO-asymmetry” predictions [40],

APMC
FB =

α3
sN1 + α2

sαÑ1 + α2Ñ0

α2
sD0 + α3

sD1

, (4)

where the Di-terms stand for the total cross-sections
at each αs-order and the Ni-terms stand for the
corresponding asymmetric contributions. The term
labelled Ñ1 corresponds to the QCD-QED interference
contribution at the order O(α2

sα), and Ñ0 stands for
the pure electroweak antisymmetric O(α2) contribution
arising from |Mqq̄→γ→tt̄ + Mqq̄→Z0→tt̄|2 [10]. By using
Eq.(4), we obtain precise prediction for AFB without
any renormalization scale uncertainty: APMC

FB = 9.2%.

IV. PREDICTIONS FOR THE tt̄
FORWARD-BACKWARD ASYMMETRY AS A

FUNCTION OF THE PAIR MASS

We will next discuss predictions for the top-quark pair
asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) as a function of the top-
pair invariant mass lower limit Mcut. In the case of
Mcut = 450 GeV, the predicted asymmetry using con-
ventional scale-setting is AFB(Mtt̄ > 450 GeV)|Conv. =
12.9%, consistent with previous SM predictions [10–12].
However, after applying the PMC, the predicted asym-
metry is much larger: AFB(Mtt̄ > 450 GeV)|PMC =
29.9%. A comparison of the PMC prediction with the
CDF measurements is presented in Fig.(1). The PMC
prediction agrees with the weighted average of the CDF
measurements within errors [5, 6]. Thus after applying
the PMC, the large discrepancy between the SM esti-
mates and CDF measurement predicted using conven-
tional scale-setting is removed.

The predictions for the asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut)
for several choices of minimum pair invariant mass are
given in Table III. This behavior reflects the running be-

havior of the QCD coupling αs(Q
2) for different kine-

matic regions. If one assumes conventional scale-setting
and the fixed scale mt, then AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) monoton-
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FIG. 2. A comparison of SM predictions of AFB using conven-
tional (Conv.) and PMC scale-settings with the CDF [6] and
D0 [9] measurements. The initial scale is taken as µr = mt.

ically increases with increasing Mcut. In contrast, if one
employs the PMC, then AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) first increases
and then decreases as the lower limit of the pair mass
Mcut is increased. These trends are more clearly shown
by Fig.(2), in which the Standard Model predictions us-
ing conventional and PMC scale-settings are compared
with the CDF [6] and D0 [9] measurements.

The most recent measurements reported by D0 [9] in-
dicate an non-monotonic, increasing-decreasing behav-
ior for AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) as the lower limit of the tt̄
mass is increased. This behavior can be understood
in terms of the effective pQCD coupling ᾱs(µ

PMC
r ) in-

troduced in Ref.[40]; it is the weighted average of the
running couplings entering the (qq̄)-channel, the subpro-
cess underlying the asymmetry in pQCD. The effective
coupling can be unambiguously determined because the
NLO-level asymmetric contribution from (qq̄)-channel
only involves a single PMC scale. The effective coupling
ᾱs(µ

PMC
r ) depends in detail on the kinematics. More ex-

plicitly, as shown by Table III, the non-monotonic behav-
ior of the effective coupling accounts for the “increasing
-decreasing” behavior of AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut). We have

adopted the partonic center-of-mass frame to estimate
the PMC total cross-section for various Mtt̄ cuts; the re-
sults, however, agree with the results obtained that of
tt̄-rest frame within high accuracy since events near the
partonic threshold give the dominant contribution to the
cross-section at the Tevatron [41, 42].

V. CONCLUSIONS

In summary, we have shown that the PMC provides
a systematic and unambiguous way to set the optimal
renormalization pQCD scales for top-quark pair produc-
tion at each order of αs. The resulting pQCD predic-
tions are renormalization-scheme independent, since all
of the scheme-dependent {βi}-terms in the QCD pertur-
bative series are resummed into the QCD running cou-
plings at each order. The previously reported discrepan-
cies between Standard Model predictions and the CDF
and D0 data for the top-quark pair forward-backward
asymmetry can be traced to the improper setting of the
renormalization scale. By applying the PMC, one ob-
tains not only scheme-independent predictions but also
a more convergent pQCD series without factorial renor-
malon divergences.
After applying the PMC, the uncertainties from renor-

malization scale-setting for both the total cross-section
and the individual cross-sections at each order are simul-
taneously eliminated, and the residual scale dependence
due to unknown higher-order {βi}-terms is found to be
negligible. After applying the PMC, we obtain an accu-
rate description of the top-quark pair forward-backward
asymmetry APMC

FB = 9.2% and AFB(Mtt̄ > 450 GeV) =
29.9%, in agreement with the corresponding CDF and
D0 measurements.
The PMC prediction for the top-quark pair forward-

backward asymmetry AFB(Mtt̄ > Mcut) displays an
“increasing-decreasing” behavior as Mcut is increased,
consistent within errors with the measurements recently
reported by D0. This behavior cannot be explained even
by a N2LO QCD calculation using conventional scale-
setting, since in contrast, it predicts a monotonically in-
creasing behavior. We have also shown in a recent pa-
per [43] that the PMC predictions are in agreement with
the available ATLAS and CMS data.
Thus, the proper setting of the renormalization scale

provides a consistent Standard Model explanation of the
top-quark pair asymmetry measurements at both the
Tevatron and LHC. These results demonstrate that the
application of the PMC eliminates a major theoretical
uncertainty for pQCD predictions, thus increasing the
sensitivity of the LHC and other colliders to possible
new physics beyond the Standard Model.
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